
Service Delivery assisted by the use of ICT



The IT Association of SAThe IT Association of SA
Trace origin back to 1934Trace origin back to 1934
The ITA represents various companies concerned with the The ITA represents various companies concerned with the 
supply of information technology equipment, systems, supply of information technology equipment, systems, 
software and services in the South African ICT industrysoftware and services in the South African ICT industry
One of its many functions and objective is to represent, One of its many functions and objective is to represent, 
promote and protect the interests of its memberspromote and protect the interests of its members
Also to understand and define the role of the ICT Industry in Also to understand and define the role of the ICT Industry in 
terms of contributing towards the economic and social growth terms of contributing towards the economic and social growth 
of the countryof the country
Provide thought leadershipProvide thought leadership
Promote best practices and standards Promote best practices and standards 



IntroductionIntroduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information Technology must be viewed as an investment in creating new opportunities for Service Delivery and Productivity
Over the last decade government have become increasingly reliant on technology to deliver essential governmental services to citizens
To do so more efficiently, and upping the ante on the quality of service delivery
Information Technology have changed the way the world does business and are changing the way the government does business
Citizen’s expectations have risen as to how technology can help them gain access to governmental services
Government therefore needs to respond to this expectation accordingly



ContextContext

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government’s intention should be to free managers of excessive control and should require them to manage their organisations according to a budget cap
The consequence is that they will have to manage a new and complex environment where performance indicators reign supreme
Under these circumstances excellent resource and information management will become an imperative




Context (cont.)Context (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the State of the Nation Address by the President of RSA & Joint Sitting of Parliament, Cape Town on 3 June 2009:
The President tabled the 10 priority focus areas identified by the government
The President also alluded to the fact that the programme is being introduced under difficult economic conditions, but should not alter the focus and direction
ICT can be used to a great extend in realising the programme as outlined by the President
ICT will further reduce duplications, improve controls and ultimately result in cost savings – in difficult economic conditions this is key and will ensure funds become available for other programmes
A change is therefore sought from the base emphasis on regulation and control in a relatively stable environment, when Government “worked” by satisfying mass demand
If one is to measure results and judge government delivery by those results, then performance measures must be in place to allow for the monitoring and communication of strategy
This in itself points to an area where ICT must play an important role
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IT Challenge: Align with Government PrioritiesIT Challenge: Align with Government Priorities

Master Systems Plan aligning Master Systems Plan aligning 
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First things FirstFirst things First

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get the basics right and start with planning, Master Systems Plan (MSP) / IT Strategy
The purpose the MSP is to communicate the Municipal strategies and action plans required to achieve its service delivery and efficiency objectives for key programs and services from the point of view of its information systems
Key to remember is that the MSP should not be considered as a “tick in the box”
It should be understood that this plan does not represent an end state
But is rather the first iteration of a living strategy
Which will be adjusted and enhanced to reflect the experience and lessons learned as projects move forward




Master Systems Plan (IT Strategy) Master Systems Plan (IT Strategy) 
Development Development -- LinkagesLinkages
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Government Service Delivery ChallengesGovernment Service Delivery Challenges
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Government Technology ChallengesGovernment Technology Challenges
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On top of the challenges faced by all governments in the world over the next 10 years within a context of social, economic and political change, they must also face new technological challenges.
So let’s focus on the “e”.
Pressure is increasing on government to improve performance and provide their citizens the tools to do so. E-government has raise the expectations of the types of services that should be delivered and how they should be delivered to the citizens and businesses. 

The most common challenges :
Interoperability: 
From a technical (standards), business (best practices, agency..) and policy (compliance..) standpoint.
Information access:
To business and citizens with an integrated user experience and seamless services.
Digital divide
The goal of the governments is to reduce the digital divide. People who do not have access to the Internet will be unable to benefit from online services. Additionally, the groups in society with lower levels of access tend to be those that are already disadvantaged.
Productivity
Increase efficiency, reduce waiting time, simplify the processes.
Integration:
Of a large number of systems and applications: legacy systems, purchased applications, outsourced and ASP applications, e-business applications.
Privacy and Security
A controlled authentication and authorization access and secured data transfer and storage. Growing concerns from citizens due to trans-borders and trans-services exchange of data. Trust from Citizens and businesses is KEY.

All of these factors affect the willingness of businesses and citizens to use, or adopt, electronic services. The failure to respond to an ever-changing environment and expectations can result in barriers to e-government implementation.





““We are in an age where We are in an age where 
technology is all around us technology is all around us 
and drives everything that we and drives everything that we 
do. It is also our greatest do. It is also our greatest 
partner and asset as we work partner and asset as we work 
to conquer the challenges that to conquer the challenges that 
threaten our futurethreaten our future””

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As described– by the Guvornator  - now I could cite many visionaries who are leading on a political platform that technology is now our greatest lever to provide a new quality of life and quality of place for people and places, but how exactly, and where do MS do this..



The role of ICT in public service deliveryThe role of ICT in public service delivery
ICT can enable government transformation through ICT can enable government transformation through 
customized and interoperable technology solutionscustomized and interoperable technology solutions



Responsibility of government to citizensResponsibility of government to citizens



Responsibility of government to citizensResponsibility of government to citizens



Transformative EnablersTransformative Enablers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geospatial mapping - Infrastructure management can be achieved through geospatial overlays to help provide services where they are needed:
Visual maps showing areas that need basic service intervention
Performance against planned targets
Performance Management - Improved governance and monitoring through performance management:
Dashboards and scorecards showing non-performing areas
Reporting on progress and successes
Citizen services centre accessed through multiple channels (e.g. face to face, portal, instant messaging, social media, telephone, etc): 
Citizen participation and interaction
Online job applications
Business to business interactions
Intelligent Self Service Kiosks 
Providing various government services to the citizen “on their doorstep” in ATM fashion





Transformative EnablersTransformative Enablers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intelligent Self Service Kiosks 
Providing various government services to the citizen “on their doorstep” in ATM fashion
NB this is not internet café’s on steroids
Business Process Management – Provides a comprehensive platform to manage the full process life-cycle, delivering the power to model enterprise assets and design, automate, control, and improve the municipalities most complex processes
Maximizes effectiveness of key business processes and enterprise assets
Results in lower costs, improved efficiency, enhanced employee productivity, and greater control
Identity management and customer relationship management - knowing the citizen and the services that they require from government to provide appropriate services:
Citizen profiling
Mapping citizen services to requirements




Transformative Enablers (cont.)Transformative Enablers (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integrated financial management
Budget, Planning and Control
Billing
Allocation of funds to priority areas
Reduce funds mismanagement 
Security and information rights management
Protecting citizens’ information rights
Protecting citizens’ online security
Government interoperability through a common gateway: providing convenience to citizens by making it possible for different government agencies to exchange information behind the scene:
Single view of citizen for government
Single point of access for citizen through multiple channels
Unified access to information
Unified Communication Solutions


Government Cloud
The term “cloud computing” refers to the delivery of ICT resources over the internet rather than hosting and operating these resources locally on an individual department’s network. A government cloud infrastructure will enable public bodies to host their ICT systems from a secure, resilient and cost-effective service environment. 




Defining a way forwardDefining a way forward
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In ConclusionIn Conclusion
Major corporate changes aligned to contemporary Major corporate changes aligned to contemporary 
marketing concepts of putting people first (Batho Pele), marketing concepts of putting people first (Batho Pele), 
have been and are still occurring in Governmenthave been and are still occurring in Government
•• Consequences of these transformational issues entail Consequences of these transformational issues entail 

amongst other, creating a learning organization, amongst other, creating a learning organization, 
rationalization and restructuringrationalization and restructuring

These changes have to a large degree, altered the These changes have to a large degree, altered the 
conservative role at which ICT is perceived in Governmentconservative role at which ICT is perceived in Government
The modern and different needs of Government require a The modern and different needs of Government require a 
new and more innovative new and more innovative response from ICTresponse from ICT
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In Conclusion (cont.)In Conclusion (cont.)
Therefore, when Government begins to deliver those Therefore, when Government begins to deliver those 
systems that will enable it to function more effectively, systems that will enable it to function more effectively, 
characterizes the well being of Government in the characterizes the well being of Government in the 
information ageinformation age
•• This however, places greater emphasis on Government to This however, places greater emphasis on Government to 

accommodate the rapid technological surgeaccommodate the rapid technological surge

Corollary, we find ICT also as a major catalyst for creating Corollary, we find ICT also as a major catalyst for creating 
change in the environment and we witness every day, the change in the environment and we witness every day, the 
emergence of new challenges and advantages that it emergence of new challenges and advantages that it 
brings to the business environment, both Public and brings to the business environment, both Public and 
Private sectorPrivate sector
It is through the Batho Pele principles and transformation It is through the Batho Pele principles and transformation 
priorities that ICT is articulated as being an enabling tool priorities that ICT is articulated as being an enabling tool 
that can leapfrog service delivery initiatives within South that can leapfrog service delivery initiatives within South 
AfricaAfrica



““In a global economy, the government cannot give anybody a In a global economy, the government cannot give anybody a 
guaranteed success story, but you can give people the tools to mguaranteed success story, but you can give people the tools to make ake 

the most of their own lives.the most of their own lives.”” 

—— Philip Bobbitt, The Shield of AchillesPhilip Bobbitt, The Shield of Achilles
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